www.outdoor-revolution.com
Unit 1 Brick Park
Bretfield Court
Bretton Street Industrial Estate
Dewsbury

West Yorkshire
WF12 9BY

Important: Please Check Your Equipment

Notes

1 x 600HD Flysheet (or outer)
1 x Steel Pole
1 x 2 Berth Micro-Polyester Inner Tent
1 x Bag of Pegs
1 x Carry Bag
Guylines
Lumi-Lite Hanging Points

We highly recommend that you insure your annexe
against storm damage or accidental damage, as the
warranty does not cover such eventualities. The
manufacturer IS NOT liable for any damage caused to
the annexe or its contents as a result of misuse,
incorrect pitching or extreme weather (full warranty
details on rear of booklet).
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The Warranty (Continued…)


Flaws in the fabric caused by excessive use.



Imperfections and pulls in mesh doors due to wear and tear.



Water ingress through fabric, as a result of UV degradation.



Water ingress through seams, caused by excessive abrasion of seams or
taped seam.



Broken zips, caused by over tensioning, forcing or snagging.



Over tensioned/stretched seams coming apart.



Buckles subjected to undue force or abrasion.



Lost/popped out eyelets.



Broken holdalls.



Pole breakages or tube punctures (where applicable).



Collateral damage from a pole breakage .



UV degradation.



Condensation, (a natural occurrence, exacerbated by insufficient ventilation
opening).



Consequential damage/loss to property/belongings (either inside or outside
of the product) or shortening of holidays

Important Information


Please do not leave for your holiday without fully erecting and checking you
have all the contents for your annexe; if you are missing anything, please
contact your retailer immediately before use.



Please also note that man-made fabrics are prone to condensation when the
warm air and moisture inside the annexe comes into contact with the colder
outside of the annexe fabric. You may also experience condensation in the
tube sleeves; this is a perfectly natural occurrence and should not be
confused with leaking. Ensure all ventilation points are open whenever possible to help combat condensation.



Ideally, erect your annexe for some period before use - allowing it to weather. ‘Weathering’, can take a few uses of the annexe before it becomes fully
effective; seam sealant can be used to solve any persistent weeps. This process is completely normal. ‘Weathering’ is the process of allowing your canvas
product get wet, then dry approximately two to three times in order to
strengthen and further waterproof the seams and stitching on the fabric.



Make sure that before erecting, you site the annexe on clear, level ground,
with no sharp objects underneath and that all zips are fully closed (we suggest laying a groundsheet down to keep the annexe dry and clean).



We suggest conducting a trial run of your annexe to familiarise yourself with
the set up and use of the annexe. If you have any issues relating to pitching
your annexe, please contact your dealer for help before going on holiday.



Please note this annexe is designed for ‘touring’ not for permanent pitch.



After use, always dry and air the annexe before packing away to prevent
mildew or mould.



Any dirt or stains can be removed by brushing or gently washing with warm
water. DO NOT use detergents, as this will destroy the waterproofing of the
fabrics.



DO NOT cook or smoke in this annexe; although the outer fabric is flame
retardant treated; it will still melt.



In the event of damage; please contact your retailer. If for whatever reason,
you are unable to contact them, please email: cs@blue-diamondproducts.co.uk and our customer service team will be happy to help!

Outdoor Revolution work very closely with our retail partners to manage all
warranty repairs/issues:
**Please contact your retailer immediately (even if purchased online), if you feel
your “Outdoor Revolution” product has a genuine warranty issue. The retailer, in
turn, will raise the issue with ourselves and we will action, with the retailer,
according to the nature of the claim.
**Please ensure that the product is clean and dry and as close to its original condition as possible, before sending back for checking.
**Wet or dirty products will not be accepted back for checking/warranty claims.
** It is important to note that the sales contract between yourself and the retailer
you purchased the “Outdoor Revolution” product from, remains valid throughout
any warranty claim and your statutory rights are not affected.
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Outdoor Revolution Guarantee

Optional Accessories






Trio Sleeping Bags - Luxurious co-ordinating sleeping bags
with our signature trio-striped branding, available in various sizes to ensure a perfect night’s sleep!
Trio Pillow - Matching pillow to fit our sleeping bag ranges’
pillow envelope; complete with our signature trio-striped
design.

“Outdoor Revolution” products are designed and produced to the highest possible
manufacturing standards. The best quality fabrics and components available are
used for each specific item and a rigorous checking process of finished products is
in place.
All finished products are:


Checked for and are free of minor defects



Are fit for the purpose/use that they are intended



Are of a satisfactory quality

It is important that correct care is taken when opening, erecting, using and just as
importantly, packing away the product. Following these rules will keep your product in reliable working condition for many years. Failure to adhere to these simple
guidelines may cause unnecessary damage to the product (see formal instructions
for hints and tips on handling/erecting the product). A repair kit is included with
the product to help resolve any minor issues.

Visit: www.outdoor-revolution.com for more information
on the optional extras.

The Warranty
The “Outdoor Revolution Warranty” lasts for 12 months from the original date of
purchase (please keep all receipts or copies of any relevant transaction to substantiate the purchase date). The warranty only covers workmanship and fabric/
components. Any faults found within 6 months of purchase will be investigated by
“Outdoor Revolution”. Faults found outside of the initial six months of purchase
will need to be proven by you, the purchaser, in line with current consumer legislation, after the short term right to reject has ended.
Retailer will not refund a purchase if no fault is found.

12 Month Warranty

Product warranty must be registered BEFORE use, via: www.outdoorrevolution.com and as soon as possible from the date of purchase.
The manufacturer’s warranty does not cover the following:-

On workmanship and canvas.
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General wear and tear over extended periods of use or seasonal pitching of
the product.



Accidental damage caused by but not exclusive to, humans, animals or
weather.
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Packing Away Your Awning


Unpeg any guylines, storm straps and/or most of the pegs around the awning, leaving four corners pegged out.



Remove the pins from the bottom of the poles and push the poles out of the
sleeves in the annexe.



Unpeg the four corners.



Lay the annexe flat on the ground.

Please Read The Instructions Carefully
TIP: Refer to the photographs to help when pitching your ‘Elise Annexe’.

1. Spread the annexe flysheet out
on the ground next to your caravan
awning, with the zip next to the
door you wish to attach it to.

1. Fold the annexe lengthways,
from the opposite ends to the
valves to push all the air out.
Make a long, thin sausage shape.

2. Measure the width of the
bag up against the width of the
folded annexe to make sure
the annexe is going to fit.
3. Begin to roll the annexe as
tight as possible towards the
valves to expel all the air as you
roll.

2. Zip-out the door panel on the compatible ‘Elise’ awning, on the side you
wish to attach the annexe to. Store the
door panel away somewhere dry and
clean.

3. Zip the integral annexe zip onto the
door zip, ensuring you don’t pull the
material too viciously and making sure
no fabric gets caught in the zip.

4. Locate the steel pole and assemble
it; once done, thread this through the
canvas sleeve on the annexe, until
there is a similar length of pole at both
sides of the annexe.

4. Place the rolled annexe onto
the bag and pull the sides up
around it. Finally, zip-up the
bag.
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5. Clip the pin from the ‘ring and pin’ into
the bottom of each end of the pole. Once
done, clip-on any black plastic ‘C’ clips onto the pole for additional stability.

11. Peg out all guylines around the annexe to
ensure it is securely held in place.

6. Peg out and tension the front of the
annexe; use the adjustable pegging straps to
tension the annexe as you desire. Make sure
you don’t over tension the fabric. If it is too
tight, release some tension.

12. Finally - put all of your sleeping
equipment inside the annexe and enjoy
your holiday!

7. Lay the inner tent in the annexe and
start at the back by clipping the ‘c’ clips
to the floor and matching the coloured
elastic to the coloured loop.

8. Work your way around the inner tent, clipping all of the elastics and clips in. Work your
way forward until the inner tent is fully
clipped-in.
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WARNING: Never un-zip the zips on the protective
sleeves whilst the air-frame tubes are inflated; this
will result in the tube bursting/ballooning out of the
sleeve, causing damage to the tube and the sleeve.
This is NOT covered under the warranty!
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